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Status
 Closed

Subject
setup.sh create unusable tikiwiki website if cache is full!

Version
3.x

Category
• Usability

Feature
Administration
Performance / Speed / Load / Compression / Cache

Resolution status
Not enough information

Submitted by
caliwebman

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte

Rating
★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ (0) 🌟

Description
The tikiwiki website I have located at www.xilluminati.com is no longer usable because homepage shows up blank with text message that says: "header already sent".

I have heard that in order to make the site work again one must empty out the temp dir. I have heard this is a cache issue. Executing both of these results in NO change.

Then, I have heard that in order to stop this error from occurring one must run setup.sh.

At this moment in time this error is ridiculous. This is FAR too technical for our simply wanting to use a CMS that offers the functionality that tikiwiki offers, however, none of us have time, budget, or patience with having to deal with this crap.

I dont even know if this error actually could have come about do to someone placing a bunch of oimages into root, or perhaps my trying to implement google analytics... etc.

The error log file shows nothing.
The site is useless, and all the time spent upon setting the site up with content, 47 hours+, could be lost for ever.

I would appreciate an answer, a fix, a simple, yes, "SIMPLE" solution.... as this has ALWAYS been my complaint about GNU based crap... that you all are FAR too technical, and lack front end usability design skills as well as lack the MOST IMPORTANT key to success in the market of computing... that being the lack of, "The ability to create user-friendly frontend design." My recommendation to ALL YOU DEV PEOPLE ON THE GNU YOU IS THIS ----> KISS

KEEP IT SIMPLE STUPID!

Your lack of creating user-friendly front ends and systems is EXACTLY what stops the entire GNU side of the game, from beating up on Microsoft.

Sincerely,

A guy that has spent years on MS boards, within MS beta teams and as an MS partner who recently left MS due to monopolizing position of the company.

Solution

START PRODUCING USER FRIENDLY, FRONT END SAVVY AND SIMPLE, NOT TECHNICAL, SYSTEMS THAT CATER TO THE END USER AND CONSUMER MARKET.

Other than this, there is no other solution!

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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...makes me not want to help you.

If you post other similar messages, they will be deleted.

People here are volunteers and not to be subjected to this kind of message.
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